
Radiation

In Australia's Mineral Sands Industry



INTRODUCTION

his training package consists of a tok
and a video. They work together to
help explain in clear terms what

radiation is, how it affects our lives and how we
can happily and safely live and work with it.

In the package we are dealing with low-level
radiation. The kind of radiation that we
encounter when we're working in the mineral
sands industry.

Some people tend to dismiss this low-level
radiation as being completely harmless. Others
are convinced that it's extremely dangerous.

This package shows that neither is the case.

There is a small risk in dealing with low-level
radiation but it's a risk that has been known
about and researched for over 80 years. It's
well understood and effectively guarded
against by simple and easily followed safely
precautions.

In a nutshell, those precautions are aimed at:

1. reducing the time we spend near a source of
radiation.

2. making sure that we slay as far from a
source of radiation as practically possible.

M. shielding us from sources of radiation.

In our industry we only have lodeal with low-
level radiation but combinations of those
precautions will make even I he most powerful
and intense radiation safe.

When you've seen the movie and read the book
you'll probably still have some questions in ask
about radiation.

You can easily get the answers you waul by
asking your own Kadiaiion Safely Officer.
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^ R A l Q f l i B L

WE LIVE WITH RADIATION
ALL OUR LIVES

-'"if \ he Earth is radioactive and always has
|l been. Rocks, soil, water and air all
t. have natural levels of radioactivity. So

do plants, animals, food and humans. Some
radiation comes from outer space. We call all
this, natural background radiation.

We can't avoid it, but we don't need to try. It
has no measureable effect on us.

Natural background radiation also comes from
many everyday items: bricks and some other
construction materials; mineral water; some
types of smoke detectors.

Added to these sources is artificially produced
radiation.

Most of thi1 artificially produced radiation
comes from processes which are beneficial to
us. Slightly radioactive materials are used
extensively for lesling and measuring in
industry, for example, density gauges. They
can also be used for tracing sources of
pollution.

And of course they are very useful in medicine.
Diseased organs and tissues can be identified
with the help of radioactive chemicals.

Cancer cells can be destroyed with ionizing
radiation. This is called radio-therapy.

X-rays allow doctors to see what's happening
inside the human body before they resort to
surgery.

Gamma rays are used to quickly and surely
sterilise medical instruments and dressings.

Radiation is also helping to reduce our
dependence on toxic chemicals.

Crop-destroying and disease-carrying insects
can now be controlled by sterilising large
numbers of males with ionizing radiation.

This is done in a laboratory. When the males
are released they mate with wild females.
They both go away happily satisfied, but there
are no offspring.

If this is done over several mating seasons
whole populations of insects ..an be wiped out
without any unpleasant or dangerous side
effects to the environment.

So. you can see that ionizing radiation is all
around us, oceuring naturally and as a result
of things that have been designed to improve
our everyday lives.

We can live happily with those sources of
ionizing radiation because they don't give us
doses of radiation that can be harmful.



HIGH LEVEL, OR LOW LEVEL

uclear weapons as well as being
extremely destructive deliver high-
level radiation. Lots of it. A large dose

of radiation from a nuclear blast will do so
much damage to the cells of a human body
that recovery can be impossible. In cases like
that, death is inevitable.

The radiation thai we're concerned with in
this training package is low-level radiation
thai has absolutely nothing lodo with nuclear
explosions.

The dose of radiation received by anybody
working in the mineral sands industry in
Australia is so low that it's almost impossible
to measure any effect it might have on our
bodies.

Kul, because We know that there is snnic risk
involved we work under strict regulations
which are intended t" reduce thai risk lo ;i
level 1 hat's as low as reasonably achievable.
You will see Ihis referred to as AI.AKA.

Achieving that level is a joint effort.

It's up lo thi- companies involved in the
mineral sands industry to make sure lhal their
plants are set up and managed in a way that
minimises any risk.

And it's up to us to protect ourselves by
following the safety precautions which are
outlined in Ihis package.



MINERAL SANDS

'( *• ineral sands deposits are simply
1 ' ?i ancient beaches. They're composed
- V o. L of minerals that have, over millions

of years, been eroded from rocks, deposited in
the sea by rivers, washed and sorted by the
sea and finally thrown up onto a beach by
waves, currents and the wind.

In some cases, as the sea level has dropped,
lhi1 ancient beaches have been stranded many
kilometres from thi1 sea and covered with
layers of other sediments like clay and topsoil.

Today those sediments form the overburden
which we have to remove before we can mine
the mineral sand deposits.



MONAZITE AND
MINERAL SANDS

f all the minerals in mineral sands
| only monazite is radioactive. Monazite
only makes up about 1% of the total

tonnage of mineral sands mined in Australia.

Monazite is itself a complex mixture of
elements. Only about 6% of the monazite is
radioactive. The radioactivity comes from the
chemical element thorium.

There's not a lot of use for thorium. Some of it
is used in gas-lamp mantles, some in nuclear
research.

It's the other non-radioactive elements in
monazite that are useful.

Elements like yttrium, cerium and lanthanum
have made possible many high-tech develop-
ments in medicine, chemical manufacture, oil
refining, optical glass manufacture, electronics,
ceramics, superconductors and metallurgy.

The other minerals associated with monazite
in our mineral sands deposits are equally
useful.

Ilmenite yields tilanium dioxide which is a
white pigment used in paints, paper and
plastics.

Rutile is also used to produce titanium dioxide.
This can be used as a pigment in paints or
processed further to yield titanium metal.

Titanium can be alloyed — mixed with other
elements — (o form metals that are lighter
than aluminium and slronger than steel.
These are the metals that have made possible
spectacular advances in aviation and space
exploration.

Zircon has a very high melting point so it can
be used to make heat proof linings for use in
foundries and furnaces. It is also used in tiles,
pottery and home table ware.

So, mineral sands give us valuable minerals
which generate both jobs here at home and
export dollars from overseas markets.



RADIATION: WHERE IT COMES
FROM;.WHAT i t CAN DO

ATOMS AND IONIZING RADIATION

toms are the basic building blocks 01
everything in the Universe. They're

.incredibly small; so small that millions
of them would fit on the point of a very fine
needle.

There are 92 naturally occuring different
atoms. These make up the 92 naturally
occurring elements; pure substances like gold,
copper, hydrogen, helium, oxygen, carbon,
uranium, silcon, mercury, nitrogen, sodium
and potassium.

Atoms have an almost unlimited ability to mix
and match to form different chemical com-
pounds. (Iroups of combined atoms arc called
molecules.

Even our own bodies are built from countless
billions of atoms. They've combined to form
complex molecules. In turn these form the
cells of our living flesh, bones and organs.

Atoms are composed of even smaller particles.
A nucleus, or core, containing particles called
neutrons and protons. Orbiting round the core
are clouds of electrons.

The atoms of most elements are stable. For
example gold atoms will always be atoms of
gold and have the same number of protons and
neutrons.

Some other atoms are unstable and tend to
break up or decay.

This decay is known as radioactivity.

n= u. v Qlo<ns break up, tiny fragments of
them are fired out of the nucleus.

Depending on what part of the atom they are,
we call these fragments alpha or beta particles.

Decaying atoms can also give off energy in the
form of gamma rays.

If the alpha or beta particles, or the gamma
rays, strike other atoms they can knock
electrons from those atoms — in something
like the way that pool-balls are scattered by
the cue ball. Or they can drive electrons into
the electron clouds of other atoms.

Displacing or adding electrons in this way is
called ionization. Because they can cause
ionization we call alpha and beta particles and
gamma rays ionizing radiation.

When the cells in our bodies receive large
doses of ionizing radiation the atoms which
make up those cells can have their chemical
structure changed and damaged.

Cells am nrorcr from slight doses of ionizing
radiation damage.

But large doses can do damage that can not be
repaired.

That's why large doses of ionizing radiation
can be hazardous to our health.



RADIATION, CANCER
AND GENETIC EFFECTS

,fi""|| "'i, here's no evidence to show that people
!| who work in the mineral sands
i3. industry are any more likely to develop

cancer than are members of the general public.

Cancer is the only known illness which can be
attributed to radiation. But, the number of
cancers caused solely by radiation is very, very
small.

If we look at 40 year studies that have been
done on nearly 100,000 survivors of the
horrific nuclear bomb blasts in Japan at the
end of World War Two we can begin to get a
dear picture of radiation and cancer.

Out of the nearly 100,000 people studied, who
received massive doses of radiation, just over
4000 eventually died of cancer. That sounds
like a lot. But, in any similar-sized groups of
Japanese who were not exposed to radiation
almost the same number of people can be
expected to die from cancer.

The studies show that only about ,'i()0 out of
the more than 4000 cancer deaths can be
allrihuted lo the enormous doses of high-level
radiation that were given off by the nuclear
bombs.

This is the most dramatic example we can
find but there is a lot of other evidence to back
up this single example.

All that evidence points lo one ihing. The low
levels of radiation thai we're exposed to in the
mineral sands industry are so small that we
don't have any more chance of developing
cancer than the people in I he general
population who've never been near a mineral
sands plant.

But what about genetic disorders; defects or
diseases that can be passed on to our kids?

Evidence shows that Ihe effects of radiation
can not be passed down from generation to
generation.

Once again we can look at the world's mosl
strongly irradiated group — those Japanese
survivors from Ihe nude'ir attacks of World
War Two.

No diseases or disorders that can be shown to
be a result of the high levels of radiation have
been found in their children.

I s ,



RADIATION AND RISK
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II the rules and regulations governing
the mineral sands industry are de-

.signed to protect us against a very
small risk of ill-effects from low-level radiation.

There's a risk involved in almost everything
we do from the time we get out of bed in the
morning till we're back in bed at night.

There's a risk involved in eating food. Every
year, there art' reports of people who choke to
death on their food — but we all keep eating.

There's a big risk in driving to work. Every
year about 3000 Australians meet violent
death on the roads — but most of us keep on
driving.

And there's a risk in working for a living.

Australian industries have a Rood safety
record. It has been calculated that there is a 1
in 20.000 risk of an Australian industrial
worker being killed at work. That's the
average for all industries.

This is the same risk that we're exposed to by
working in the mineral sands industry.

Compare that with the 20 in 20.000 risk of
dying from cancer caused by smoking.



DOSE

"|ff f radiation is to harm us we have to

t receive a large dose of it. The size of the
dose we receive depends on two things.

The strength, or intensity, of the radiation
that we're exposed to. And the length of time
that we're exposed to it.

All the safety precautions in the mineral sands
industry are designed to reduce the dose of
radiation that we receive.

It's a simple but effective idea; reduce the dose
and we reduce the risk.

Radiation dose is measured in unils called
sicvcrls.

One sievert is a large dose of radial ion —
enough to cause us serious harm. So that we
can accurately measure smaller doses we
break a sievert down into smaller unils of a
thousandth of a sieverl.

Thousandths of a sievert are known as
millisieverts. They art' shown as mSv.

Standards recommended by the International
Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP)
insist that people who work in radiation
industries must receive no more than 50
thousandths of a sievert in any one year.
That's jusi .r>0 millisuwrts.

Proper plant design, management, careful
monitoring of our exposure and strict attention
to safely regulations all help bring our doses
clown.

1000 or more mSv
Serious Harm

50mSv
I.C.R.P. limit

8.



IT'S INVISIBLE...
AND SO ARE ITS EFFECTS

T£T f the cells of our body absorb too much
| | radiation from the sun we soon know

-SL about it. Sunburn quickly becomes un-
comfortable and then painful. Extreme sunburn
causes blistering and peeling of the skin.

Low-level ionizing radiation doesn't have the
same effect. We don't feel a thing while we're
being exposed to it. So, there's no way that we,
as individuals, can tell how big a dose of
radiation we've received.

If we didn't know that we were working in a
radiation industry there would be no way we'd
be able to tell that we were exposed to levels of
radiation that are higher than the average
background radiation levels.

That's why we have to rely on the work of our
Radiation Safety Officers.

It is I heir I raining and use of radiation
measuring instruments that lets them identify
areas which might have higlier than average
levels. And it's their monitoring programmes
that keep track ol our personal radiation doses.

There is no other way of knowing. We have to
rely on the rules and procedures that are laid
down for us if we are to keep our radiation
doses as low as we practically can.



ALPHA, BETA AND GAMMA

r hey're strange words. In fact alpha,
§1 beta and gamma are the first three

JL letters of the Greek alphabet. They're
equivalent to our own A, B and C.

And they're simply terms which we use to
identify three different types of radiation.

Alpha particles are groups of two protons and
two neutrons being fired from the cores of
radioactive atoms.

Beta particles are electrons being fired from
radioactive atoms.

Gamma rays are energy that's given off as
radioactive atoms firo off their alpha and beta
particles.

ARRESTING ALPHA AND
BEATING BETA PARTICLES

lpha particles don't travel very far. A
single layer of tissue paper will stop
them. They won't even get through

the outer layer of dead skin that covers our
bodies.

Beta particles travel further. They'll penetrate
a few millimetres of skin and flesh before
they're stopped.

But, if either of these get inside our bodies |
there is a risk of them damaging unprotected 1
living cells. !•

That's why we need to protect ourselves from I
radioactive dust. .'

If we inhale or swallow radioactive dust
particles, decaying atoms in the dust can stick
to the soft linings of our throat, sinuses, lungs
and stomach. Once they're there they can go
on firing their alpha and beta particles right
into the cells alongside them. They'll keep
doing that until our bodies naturally expel the
dust particles. That can be a long time.
Perhaps long enough for some of our cells to be
damaged.

So, it is essential that we p event radioactive
dust from entering our bodies.

It's almost impossible to eliminate dust from
our work areas, even with dust extraction
systems.

Therefore, we all have to take responsibility
for keeping radioactive dust out of our bodies
by wearing the correct protective equipment
and obeying the rules about personal hygiene.



OUT-DISTANCING GAMMA RAYS

G amma rays have plenty of energy.
They can pass right through a human
body. But, put some distance between

us and a source of gamma radiation and our
exposure is reduced dramatically.

If we double our •• • ' .. „ source of
gamma rays the amouni ^ laciiation that we
receive comes down to as low as a quarter of
the original exposure.

If we double the distance again then we'll only
receive a very small proportion of the original
exposure.

Distance is the most easily applied principle of
radiation protection. All we have to do is move
further away.



SHIELDING

, ffective shielding can greatly reduce
gamma radiation. Although gamma

' radiation will pass right through our
bodies it can be stopped by dense materials
such as sand, lead or concrete.

In the monazite store shown here, bulker bags
of sand have been used to effectively shield
people from the radiation emitted from bags of
monazite.

PERSONAL HYGIENE

~W'% e r s o n a ' cleanliness is another effective

J"'—* way of reducing our radiation exposure.
Getting dirty in the mineral sands

industry might be part of the job.

If we take care and don't allow ourselves or
our work clothes to become unnecessarily
dirty, then we will help lo minimise our
radiation exposure.

We can make sure that we thoroughly wash
our hands and face before we go to smoko or
lunch. That way we won't swallow any
radioactive dust particles when we eat or
smoke.

At the end of the shift before we go home, we
can wash off any remaining dust in the
shower.



CONTROLLED AREAS

These are areas where we can expect to
find radiation levels which, over a
year, could expose us to more than

3/10ths of the maximum allowed radiation
limits. That's if we spent 40 hours a week
working in controlled areas.

Controlled areas have been identified and
signposted by Radiation Safety Officers. Some
parts of the plant are designated as controlled
areas because of dust levels, and therefore
potentially high alpha and beta radiation
levels. Others are designated because of
potentially high gamma radiation levels.

3/10ths of the allowed limits is already a very
small dose but we like to see that dose reduced
even further if it's possible.

That's why there are strict rules which apply
to any controlled area.
• Before we can enter a controlled area we

have to be authorised to do so.

People who regularly work in controlled areas
are authorised and called designated employees.
Others who only visit controlled areas
occasionally should first obtain the permission
if their supervisor.

• We don't go into a controlled area unless we
have a job to do.

As soon as we've finished that job we leave the
controlled area.
r We never eat, drink or smoke in a controlled

area. Particles of radioactive dust might
stick to food, drink or cigarettes — putting
those into our mouths would give those
radioactive particles a free ride into our
bodies.

'- We always wash our hands after working
in a controlled area.

CONTROLLED AREAS
AND PREGNANCY

e live in a society which believes in
equal opportunity for everybody —

$ V but the mineral sands industry
does take special care of women in one area.

We don't allow pregnant women to work in
controlled areas. A developing foetus is more
sensitive to low-level radiation than adults are
— so we don't take any risks.

As soon as a woman knows that she has fallen
pregnant we ask her to tell her plant manager.
It's then the company's responsibility to move
her into a job where she won't have to enter
any controlled areas.



MONITORING...
HOW IT'S DONE

w"e use a reliable monitoring system
to make sure we know what dose
everybody receives at work.

TLD badges are a simple but efficient way of
monitoring gamma radiation.

Individual badges are issued to designated
employees and other work-group representa-
tives.

They wear them wherever they go at work.
The badge picks up any gamma radiation that
they're exposed to and keeps a record of it.

The badges are periodically sent off to an
independent laboratory, the Australian Radia-
tion Laboratory, in Melbourne for analysis.

The results of the analysis are sent back and
from those results our Radiation Safety
Officers can see everybody's personal doses of
gamma radiation.

If we want to know what our own dose has
been we only have to ask the Radiation Safety
Officer.

Alpha radiation is monitored with air sampling
instruments.

Once again, if we want to know what our own
doses have been, we can find out from the
Radiation Safety Officers.

MONITORING...
HOW WE CAN HELP

"pf t's in our own interests to co-operate with

Iour company's monitoring programme.
After all, it's our own health that the

monitoring programme is protecting.

To make sure that the monitoring is done as
accurately as possible we have to follow a few
simple rules.

» Wear our TLD badges all the time that
we're at work.

• Wear a personal dust sampler whenever
we're asked to.

• I-eave all samplers and badges at work
when we finish for the day.

• Immediately report a lost or damaged badge
or samplers to the Radiation Safety Officer.



MiRADIATII
DICTIONARY

RADIATION DICTIONARY

s

cientific terms are confusing to most of
, us who aren't scientists. Although we
* don't need to know what these terms

mean to be able to carry out our everyday jobs
in the mineral sands industry it's useful to
have a handy reference list which explains
them. That's why we've included this brief
dictionary of radiation terms.

ALPHA PARTICLES

Alpha particles are extremely small particles
which are fired out of the nucleus of
radioactive atoms. They're made up of two
protons and two neutrons and they have a
positive electrical charge.

They'll only travel a few millimetres in air and
they can be stopped by a layer of tissue paper.
The outer layer of dead skin that covers our
bodies is enough to stop them penetrating into
our flesh.

ALPHA RADIATION

Alpha radiation consists of streams of alpha
particles.

ATOMS

Atoms are the basic building blocks of all
matter. They're extremely small, so small that
it's impossible to see them with any
microscope that's yet been developed. Millions
of them would fit on the point of a fine needle.

BETA PARTICLES

Beta particles art1 negatively charged electrons,
ejected from the nucleus of an atom. They'll
penetrate about 10 millimetres of human flesh.

BETA RADIATION

Beta radiation consists of streams of beta
particles.

COSMIC RAYS

Cosmic rays arc streams of particles reaching
Earth from outer space. They form part of our
natural background radiation. They're strong-
est in the upper atmosphere where the air is
thin. Ry the time they reach the surface of the
earth much of their strength has been filtered
out by the atmosphere,

DAUGHTER PRODUCT

A daughter product is a radioactive material
which has been formed by the radioactive
decay of another radioactive material.



DECAY

Radioactive decay happens when atoms fire off
protons, neutrons or electrons and at the same
time give off energy.

The energy given off is only a tiny fraction of
the energy that's bound up in the atoms that
make up all mailer. It's been calculated that, if
all ihr energy in the atoms of a single wooden
malehstick could be released, then we'd haw
enough energy to supply the entire world for
many years.

ELECTRONS

Electrons are small negatively charged parti-
cles, found in atoms.

GAMMA RAYS

Gamma radiation is electromagnetic radiation
— just like light, radio waves and microwaves.

(iamma rays have great penetrating power but
they can be stopped by dense materials such
as lead and concrete or by a IK ml a metre of
sand.

HALF LIFE

A half life describes the time for half of the
radioactive atoms in any material to decay.

Some half lives are very long. Thorium, the
radioactive component of monazite. has a half
life of M.OOO.OOO.OOO years.

One isotope of Polonium, on the other end of
the scale, has a half life of only 0.000164
seconds.

IONIZATION

lonization is the process of changing the
number of electrons associated with a
particular atom. Our atmosphere's ozone layer
is composed of oxygen atoms which have been
ionized into atoms of ozone by cosmic radiation.

ISOTOPE

Some elements can exist in different forms.
Slight changes to the number of neulrons in
their nucleus give them different properties.
These different forms are called isotopes.

NEUTRON

A neutron is a particle found in the nucleus of
atoms. Unlike protons and electrons, neulrons
have no electrical charge.

NUCLEUS

The nucleus of an atom is the core of the
atom. It consists of one or more protons and
neutrons.

NUCLIDE

A nuclide is an isotope of an element. There
are about 1400 natural and artificial nuclides
among the 92 naturally occuring elements.

NUCLEAR FISSION

Nuclear fission is the splitting of an atom.
This is accompanied by a release of energy.



NUCLEAR FUSION

Nuclear fusion is the joining, or fusing of two
atoms. Once again, this is accompanied by a
release of energy.

PROTON

A proton is a particle found in the nucleus of
atoms. It carries a positive electrical charge.

RADON

Radon is a daughter product of uranium. It is a
radioactive gas.

THORON

Thoron is a daughter product of thorium. It is
a radioactive gas.

THORIUM

Thorium is the radioactive element in
monazite.

X-RAYS

X-rays are special types of gamma rays.
They're often used in medicine and industry.

izJ



RADIATION PROTECTION TERMS

< | LARA
/ J | , This means As Low as Reasonably

JL A . Achievable with economic and social
factors taken into account.

The maximum allowable radiation limits are
set at a level which will ensure the safety of
everybody, but those limits are not necessarily
as low as can be reasonably achieved.
Therefore, we do everything we reasonably
can to make sure that we're exposed Id oven
lower levels of radiation.

BACKGROUND RADIATION

This is the ionizing radiation, both natural and
artificial, that is normally present at any given
lime. It's the radiation thai we all gel simply
walking down the si reel, standing out in a
paddock or slaying at home.

NATURAL BACKGROUND RADIATION

This excludes any artificially produced ionizing
radiation such as medical X-rays. It's purely
the radiation thai occurs naturally. It includes
cosmic radiation from outer space, radialion
from the rocks and soil and radialion from
other living things in our environment.

CONTROLLED AREA

This is a signposted area where radialion
levels could exceed .'I'lOlhs of the prescribed
annual dose equivalent limits for occupational
exposure. These limits are based on people
working 10 hours a week.

DESIGNATED EMPLOYEE

A designated employee' is defined as anybody
who works under conditions where the
Radiation Safely Officer calculates they are
likely lo receive a radiation dose greater than .">
millisieverts a year. This means anybody who
regularly works in a controlled area and may
include some oilier workers.

RADIATION WORKER

Thai's anybody, who. by doing their job. might
be exposed to ionizing radiation because of
direct involvement with radioactive material.

[18.



RADIATION UNITS

GRAY. Shown as Gy, is the unit for
measuring absorbed dose.

SIEVF.RT. Shown as Sv, is the unit for
measuring dose equivalent and takes into
account the biological effect of different types
of radiation.

The effect of one sievert would be serious, it is
the effect of a very large dose of radiation. So,
to conveniently measure the effects of
radiation the sievert is broken down into
thousandths of a sievert and millionth* of a
sievert.

Thousandths of a siewrl arc called niilli
sieverts. in thr same way lhal thousandths ol
a metre are called millimetres.

Millionth* ol a sieverl are called niicriisieverts.

BKCQl'KKKL Shown as Kq. is the unil which
measures the rale ol disintegration ol atoms in
radioactive substances.



A FINAL WORD

ff f you're still puzzled by any of the terms
If we've used, or if you would like more
i l detailed explanations of the material that

we've covered in this package, don't be shy.
Just ask your own Radiation Safety Officers.
Helping to spread awareness and knowledge
about radiation is part of their job.

In the long run, it's knowledge about any
potential safety hazard that gives us the very
best protection.

If we all fully understand what it is we're
dealing with, and how to safely handle it, then
we're home and hosed in our efforts to keep
Australian industry as clean and safe as we all
want it to be.

|20.
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